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The Image of Fairfield

Victory by seven votes
By Maureen Cuddy
STAFF WRITER
History was made at this year's
election for FUSA president, as Luigi
Solla defeated Jane Nolan by only seven
votes, the closest election Fairfield has
ever seen.
Approximately 1069 students
voted in the election which was held on
Tuesday, Feb 2. Solla won a total of 527
votes, while Nolan had 520. Solla won
54 percent of the freshman vote, having
154 out of 285 votes, as well as 54 percent of the junior class vote, with 148
out of 274 votes. Nolan won 52 percent
of the sophomore class vote, with 154
out of 319 votes, and also won 58 percent of the senior class vote, with 98 out
of 169 votes.
Write-in candidate Mark
Sheppard captured 18 votes, Nikia Smith

General Election Results
Luigi Solla
71
Seniors
148
Juniors
154
Sophomores
Freshmen
154
527
Total

Jane Nolan
98
126
165
131
520

Primary Election Results
Jane Nolan, 431; Luigi Solla, 250; Dave Bae, 223;
Nikia Smith, 178; Megan Loiaconi, 50
had 2 votes, and Dave Bae and Brian
Mello each had one vote.
"It was such a close margin,
Solla said after hearing of his victory.
" I am just so happy I can't wait to help
the students, I am so happy to have this

opportunity."
Nolan and Solla were the two remaining candidates in the race after the primary held on Tuesday, January 26. They
defeated other candidates Dave Bae, Megan
Loiaconi, and Nikia Smith, The primary

Fairfield joins the Solla System
By Chris Stanton
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
FUSA president-elect Luigi
Solla says he knows where he wants to
be now that all of his campaigning is
done. "Bed," he jokingly answered, due
to the strain of keeping up with classes,
being a member of FUSA and running
for president.
Solla is clearly a man who
loves Fairfield University. This can be
seen in his three years of service as a
FUSA member. This year Solla is also
serving as co-director of graphic design,
making many of the posters that are seen
all around campus.
"The current (FUSA) administration was more of a status quo, they
have done some great things, but I want
to make things spectacular, an administration that moves mountains," said
Solla, when asked about the current administration of Michael Piagentini in
comparison to what he hopes to do.

plioto: Nick Ouimet
Louie Solla wants to break out of the FUSA "status quo."

One of Solla's main concerns is
improving campus life. He sees the lack
of on-campus entertainment and wants to
improve it. He also sees a need to work
with admissions to lower the number of
incoming freshman so that many are not
forced to live in study lounges.
Solla is also hoping to help diversify campus by trying to help incor-

porate multicultural celebrations into the
more traditional ones. He is impressed with
the recent efforts of the school to make a
multicultural campus a reality, pointing to
the recent Noche Caliente and Martin
Luther King Jr. celebrations as examples.
The largest part of Solla's campaign would have to be his attempt to
Continued on pg. 3

had a turnout of 1138 voters, approximately 38 percent of the undergraduate student body.
Following the primaries, candidates David Bae and Nikia Smith
publicly shifted their support to Solla,
a move which many consider may have
been the deciding factor in Solla's victory. Solla's win came on the heels of
a primary that left Nolan with well over
a hundred votes more than her nearest
opponent (Solla).
Sharp differences did not
emerge between Nolan and Solla's
campaigns. Both were concerned with
issues such as creating a universal student ID, expansion of weekend programs for students, the promotion of
multiculturalism and diversity, and improving university-town relations.
"I know both candidates,"
said FUSA president Mike Piagentini.
They both have compassion and love
for Fairfield and want to make a difference. They did a great job, were creative and knowledgeable." Piagentini
also said that this year's campaign was
different than last year's, since there
was only two candidates, instead of
three ,and there was not a focus on any
one candidate in particular.
A presidential debate between
Nolan and Solla, in the Campus Center on Monday, found both candidates
in agreement on most issues. Solla
closed by saying, "I hope I will have
the opportunity to work with you in
getting things done... that will make a
difference in the university."
"Because it was so close I
don't see it as a loss," said Shannon
Sullivan, one of Nolan's campaign
managers. " I want to congratulate
Luigi...but it's hard for it to end like
this after {Nolan} worked so hard."
Nolan was not available for comment.
" It was heart wrenching to
watch the votes being counted...they
kept going up and down," said Tim
Healy, election commission chair.
" I think it went so well," said
Solla. "We both worked really hard
and got the message out. I want to start
working with the students right away."
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'Fighting Shirley Chisholm' delivers powerful message
ter to hear Chisholm speak about racial
equality and the need to erase social prejudice.
"In nineteen hundred and ninetynine, our American society stands at a
crossroads," stated Chisholm. "Do we want
a decade of division in the 21st century,
where few succeed, some survive, and
many of us succumb?"
Chisholm spoke about how the
struggles and social wars that consumed the
United States in the 1950's and 60's may
have been in vain since today's society still

justice for all.
Shirley Anita Chisholm was
born in Brooklyn in 1926 to a seamstress
mother and father who worked as a laborer. She left the United States at the
age of three to live in Barbados with her
grandmother and immediate family while
her parents struggled to save money for
the education of their three children.
Once she returned to the United States,
Chisholm graduated from Brooklyn College and received her masters in education at Columbia University.

By Cori Martindale
ASSISTANT CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

"Every human should have the
courage and conviction to stand up
and be counted...and to look only
to God and your conscious for
approval," said Shirley Chisholm.

"Unity, unity, unity! In unity
there is strength," stated Shirley
Chisholm, the first African American
woman to be elected to the United States
Congress.
Chisholm was the guest
speaker at Fairfield University's celebration of Martin Luther King Jr. on Jan.
28.
About 700 faculty, students
and members of the Fairfield community gathered together at the Quick Cen-

has subtle but present traces of discrimination.
"My friends do we have to ask did
tomorrow come today or is today yesterday?" stated Chisholm. "Are the pages of
yesteryear being destroyed before the next
generation sees the rewards of justice and
equality?"
The story of civil rights has always been a saga, she said, and that social
justice is possible because this is America
where there is supposed to be liberty and

photo: Public Relations
Hon. Shirley Chisholm

Oassifleds
Teachers wanted for after-school science program, 2-5 days
per week; $15/hr. Will train. Science Adventures.
1-800-472-4362 ext 245/ 308.
Do you have an interest and/or experience in journalism writing
or editing? The Mirror is the place for you!
We are beginning our search for editors and editorial assistants for
the '99-'00 academic year. Contact x2533 for more information.
The Mirror is looking for a diligent and outgoing student to be our
advertising manager for the '99-'00 academic year. If you have the
time and energy to give us your all please contact x2533 for
more information.
SALES/MKTG ASST: Immed. opening in FFLD-based Chemical
Mktg, Import/export Co. Knowledge of MSWord, good typing
skills , and excellent written English skills. Great opportunity to
learn Int'l Business. Min. 20Hrs/Wk. $12-$15 per HR. Call 3661820 or fax resume 366-1850.

Announcements
Look for further election coverage next week when The Mirror
reports on the Senate races.

Campus Beat
Brian Huben
Asst. News Editor
January 21
11:17 a.m.- A female student reported receiving 40 harassing calls between
2a.m.-8a.m. The case was sent to judicial.
January 21
12:30 p.m.- An SMG Supervisor reported seeing a car hit two parked cars
and flee the scene. The driver was stopped by security by MacAullife Hall. The
student said that he couldn't see out of his window because he hadn't cleared the ice
off his window.

During the 1950's, Chisholm
ran and won a seat in the New York State
Legislature. She became a consultant for
the city's Bureau of Child Welfare from
1959 to 1964.
Chisholm's most triumphant
moment came in 1968, when she was
elected to Congress from the new 12th
District. She was the first African American elected to Congress. During her fourteen years in Congress, Chisholm supported improved employment and

education programs, expansion of day
care, and income support and other programs designed to improve inner city life
and opportunity. She became an advocate for the end of the military draft and
reduced defense spending.
In 1970, Chisholm published her
first book, "Unbossed and Unbought."
She finished her second book, 'The Good
Fight," in 1973.
Today, Chisholm continues to
teach and write and has been invited to
serve as Ambassador to Jamaica by President Clinton.
Chisholm stated that she has
been called "fighting Shirley Chisholm"
because she has always stood up for what
she believes in. "When you have confidence you have the ability to. speak up for
yourself," stated Chisholm. "Every human should have the courage and conviction to stand up and be counted...and to
look only to God and your conscious for
approval."
During a question and answer
part of the convocation, Chisholm talked
about the impeachment of President
Clinton and politics in America.
"I think it is sad that a man
(Clinton) that is so gifted and has so much
to give can be put in this position and become trapped. We need a new breed of
politicians that have courage and the
people of the United States of America
need to ask more questions in choosing
political leaders and take an interest in
government."

January 21
10:50 p.m.- Sodexo reported $500 missing from a safe. The Police were
called and the case is still under investigation.
January 22
5:06 p.m.- Fire in Dolan. A student ashed into his garbage can and set it
afire. The Fire Department was called. No damage was incurred to the room. Moral:
Don't ash in your garbage can.
January 22
9:14 p.m.- A non-student was found with a beer. He had a student's ID card
to get back into the dorm. The ID was returned and the case was sent to jusidial.
January 22
11:42 p.m.- A brawl broke out in front of Jogues between approximatly 40
students and 4 non-students. Criminal tresspassing tickets were issued to the nonstudents and they wre escorted off campus.
January 23
2:45 a.m.- Two intoxicated non-students were found carrying beers by the
townhouses. They were allegedly uncooperative and the police were called.
January 23
4:30 a.m.- A townhouse female reported 4 unwanted male guests in her
house. They were escorted off campus and one criminal tresspassing warning was
issued.
January 24
12:30 a.m.- A missing person was reported in Jogues. Two hockey recruits
were here for the weekend and one was put to bed intoxicated. He was eventually
found in another student's room. The hosts were written up for underage drinking in
the townhouses and for bringing the recruits there.
January 25
11:00 a.m.- A union organizer reportedly attempted to converse with one of
the SMG cleaning workers. They were asked by security to leave the woman alone.
January 25
7:10 p.m.- A student in Dolan reported racially biased graffiti on his message board. The case is still under investigation.
January 27
1:47 p.m.- A male Continuing Ed. student entered the security office with a
cigarette. When asked go outside and put it out, he refused. So, security moved him
outside themselves. The man had apparently come to complain about four tickets he
received for parking on the grass by the School of Business. He was charged with
disorderly conduct.
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Get to
know your
presidentelect

The candidates hashed it out
By Matthew Payne
CO-ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Beach students' relations with
town residents. The inadequacy of the
shuttle to the School of Business. Obtaining grades over the Internet. Residence hall improvements. Safe rides.
More computer labs. Better on-campus
activities.
These were just a few of the topics on the floor in Monday's FUSA presidential election debate. Both Jane Nolan
and Luigi Solla were well represented at
the event, and the turnout among the student body was commendable, although
the primary debate (held exactly one week
earlier), received a marginally better
showing.
Solla demonstrated a marked focus on multiculturalism. "I feel
multicultural celebration should not be
separate celebrations. I feel they should
be combined with other University activities," said Solla, who vowed to make Fairfield a more diverse community. "We do
have a long way to go to achieve the ideal
multicultural campus that we want, but
we have taken steps in the right direction."
In addition to adding more
multicultural activities, Solla stressed the
importance of regaining a better sense of
pride among students, such as increased
attendance at athletic events. If elected,
he wanted to conduct a town/University
project to promote community and service. He also aimed to increase awareness of the arts on campus as well as oncampus weekend activities.
Solla's counterpart, Jane Nolan,

continued from pg. 1

photo: Nick Ouimet

Both Luigi Solla and Jane Nolan were prepared to discuss the issues.
set forth a platform that challenged the
four-person zoning law at the beach as
well as promised to install reliable safe
rides. Nolan indicated plans to involve
students in many service activities in
order to spread the idea of community
on campus. Nolan also expressed her
desire to improve on-campus weekend
activities and hold more concerts and
events, but stated that money is a big issue.
"We need more funds from the
University for on-campus activities,"
said Nolan. She stated that student support is crucial in attaining such goals.
The debate commenced with
each candidate delivering a two-minute
opening speech detailing his or her platform. The ensuing debate was formatted so that one candidate answered a

question given by one of the five panelists,
and then the other candidate had one minute
to rebut and articulate their own views.
Questions were asked for approximately 30 minutes and the event closed with
each nominee giving their closing remarks.
The ample experience of both candidates was
evident in how each confidently performed
in front of a big crowd.
In keeping with tradition, The Mirror sponsored the debate, which was held at
1:00 p.m. in the Barone Campus Center
lobby. Theresa Vitello, editor-in-chief of The
Mirror, moderated the confrontation. Serving on the panel were Dana Ambrosini, news
editor of The Mirror, Brian De Montreaux,
president of U.N.I.T.E.; Mike Franz, member of the Fairfield RTM; Kim Holmes, president of the Commuter Club; and Brian Mello,
of the Multicultural Task Force.

improve town relations. He has many
ideas on how this can be done.
One is the creation of a community service project between the
University and the town, working together jointly to help build a great sense
of community. He wants the good
points of Fairfield University to be
shown to all, rather than the bad points.
Solla is the son of Italian immigrants who came to this country in
the 1960's in search of a better life.
They came to this country without
money or education and have managed
to become very successful. Today his
father owns a lucrative business producing machines for pharmacies.
The 20 year old from
Watertown, Conn, has a double major
in Psychology and Studio Arts. When
asked about where he sees himself in
five years, Solla pointed to an interest
in graduate school, where he wishes to
pursue his doctorate in Psychology.
"Louie should be elected because he is a student who works alongside with others and is committed, dedicated, open-minded and honest," said
Amy Liss, '00, a member of Louie's
campaign committee. .. . 527 students
agreed.
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(not in credit cards)
Introducing the American
Express Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.
The American Express Credit Card
for Students is a resource you can
depend on. With benefits like big airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years — and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.

^T5B1345 bi.008

CAU.T0LL FREE 1-877-NO-FEE 4U TO APPI Y, OR VISIT
OUR WEBSITE: lrVWW.AMERICANEXPRESSXOM^TUD€NT
■E&RESS
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Learn More About

Great Sales Opportunities
in Consumer Promotion and Advertising

We Offer:

We Look For:

On-the-job training & development

• A desire for success & learning

Supportive, growth-oriented atmosphere

• Leadership & teamwork skills

Management & leadership opportunities

• Excellent written & verbal skills

• Relocation assistance

3.0 minimum GPA

All Majors Welcome
Refreshments Will be Served

Wednesday, February 10, 1999
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Dolan Commons
Lower Level 4&5
NEWS AMERICA
tff MARKETING
A NEWS CORPORATION COMPANY

News America Marketing is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Be heart smart- The key to the right work-out
By Cori Martindale
ASSISTANT CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

Everyone knows that the best way
to improve your health is to exercise. Regular exercise strengthens you heart, burns
calories, lowers your blood pressure, and
makes you feel stronger and more energized.
To reach your exercise goal, it is important
to stay in the correct heart rate zone.
It is important to exercise at the
correct level of intensity. Working out too
hard or not hard enough can be ineffective
and harmful. When you exercise too hard,
you run the risk of injury or exhaustion
which will diminish your desire to work out.
If you don't work out hard enough, you may
not reach the results that you want. If you
reach your proper heart rate zone and maintain it while exercising, you are guaranteed
results.
No two people have the same heart
rate zones. Your target heart rate zone from
burning the largest amount of fat is generally 60 to 70 percent of your predicted maximum heart rate while the zone for cardiovascular conditioning is around 70 to 90

percent, depending upon your initial fitness
level.
The American College of Sports
Medicine states that your predicted maximum heart rate can be estimated by subtracting
your age from 220.
Then multiply that
number by
.6 and by .9
to find the
range that
is
your
heart rate
traini ng
zone. If
you have a
very low
level of fitness, however, as
low as 50
percent
may be effecti ve.
For example, a man who is 35 years old has a predicted maximum heart rate of 185 beats per
minute. The man's lower limit is 111 beats
per minute and your upper limit in the zone
is 167.

Inside...
The Canisius Academy
Masquerade Ball
Cheers and Boos

Bad breath, yellow nails, wrinkled
skin, unpleasant smelling clothes and hair.
Sound attractive? These are just a few of the
minor side effects
that occur from
smoking. A recent
study performed
in the Journal of
the American
Medical Association found that 29
percent of college
students smoke.
SECONPUANP
Researchers have
found various reasons as to why college students are likely
candidates for smoking and are asking campuses across the United States to take
prompt action in stopping the hazardous
trend.
One of the reasons that college students turn towards cigarettes is to handle
stress. Researchers claim that students who
were occasional smokers in high school begin to smoke regularly in college to handle
the anxiety of homework, exams, late nights

There are
many ways
to monitor
your heart
rate such as
manually
checking
your pulse,
and through
using a variety of equipment, such as
a pulse monitor. Once your heart rate is determined, it's up to you to adjust your workout to keep your heart rate in your target zone.
There are some exercise machines that will
calculate your heart rate for you and adjust

its level of resistance to keep your heart rate
at the chosen level.
Cardiovascular exercise can be life
saving. According to Men's Fitness, a wellconditioned heart may enlarge from 300
grams (about the size of a fist) to the equivalent of almost two fists. A heart that pumps
more blood with each contraction is working efficiently, so it will not have to contract as often. This increased efficiency results in a lower resting heart rate, greater
work capacity, and lower blood pressurethe most recognized signs of fitness.
"Cardiovascular exercise is an important part of any consistent exercise routine if you want to improve your overall
health, fitness and longevity," said Paul Thompson, M.D., director of the Preventive
Cardiology Program at Hartford Hospital,
Hartford, Conn. " Building a stronger heart
is the best life insurance there is."
When beginning any exercise program, it is important to first consult your
physician. He or she will help you in developing a correct exercise program.
For more information about heart
health call the American Heart Association
at 1-800-AHA-USA1 or check on-line at
www.americanheart.org.

What to look for next week...
Problems? We've got answers! Send in
your questions and look for answers in
our new advice column!

Why students are lighting up
By Cori Martindale
ASSISTANT CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

"Exercising in the appropriate training zone makes it easier to exercise for a sufficient period of time and to continue with
an effective exercise program for weight loss
or cardiovascular fitness," said James Skinner, Ph.D., Indiana University and chairman
of the Life
Fitness
Academy
Scientific
and Medical
Advisory
Board.

and social problems. Risky behavior includ
ing smoking marijuana, binge drinking, and
having sexual relations during college, also
cause students to be two to six times more
likely to smoke tobacco.
Students who are uninterested in
campus activities or are unhappy with their
educational environment are more likely to
turn
towards
smoking as a way
to occupy their
time. Researchers
say that simple
steps such as banning smoking in
dorms and campus
buildings and ere
ating programs for
5M0KI SIGNALS.
students that focus
on how to quit
smoking will help decrease the amount of
college smokers.
Over 40 million people in the
United States have made the decision to quit
smoking. Smoking cessation is not an easy
process, yet it is needed for a person's wellbeing. Cigarette smoking produces more
than 4,000 chemicals including 43 known
carcinogens and over 400 other toxins. The
most powerful drug found in tobacco is
nicotine.

FU remembers a leader
By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. taught
about the equality of humans and working
together as one race to live in harmony. His
influence and guidance must not be forgotten, and was celebrated in Jan. 1999 at
Fairfield University.
"There is more of a world than just
Fairfield out there. We want to expand
peoples' view of the world," said Jen
Silveira, co-chair of Cultural Celebrations.
The MLK Committee was created
from the Center for Multicultural Relations,
directed by Larri Mazon. This committee
worked hard to plan an extensive weekend
in honor of Dr. King's teachings.
The social injustice of poverty in
the United States was the theme of Opening Day, which was held on Jan. 28, 1999.
Later that afternoon, there was a presentation by The Honorable Shirley Chisholm,
who examined contemporary issues from a
perspective that embraces the principles of
the Jesuit tradition-observance, reflection
and action. Chisholm, from New York, was
the first black woman to serve in the United
States Congress, and in 1972, lost the Presi-

dential Nomination.
"Our anticipations is to make this
the best MLK ever, by involving more of
the student body and getting the University
community involved," said Felipe Polanco,
co-chair of Cultural Celebrations.
Community outreach and service
leadership was the focus of the second day.
In order to keep with the ideals of Dr. King,
the committee had organized two events for
this day.
In the morning there was a leadership workshop inviting local middle school
children to participate in groups discussing
Dr. King's life and accomplishments.
"If we can reach one or two people
who do not think open mindedly, then our
job is done," said Polanco.
As the afternoon continued a "Marketplace" in the Barone Campus Center
Lobby was set up, where local vendors
could come to trade goods and merchandise.
The goal of this activity was to incorporate
different cultures into the everyday lives of
the students.
The program concluded on Saturday with a Unity Ball sponsored by
AHANA. The Ball, while enjoyed by many,
had a multicultural buffet, a swing band,
and a disc jockey. The Ball succeeded in
incorporating a variety of foods and music.

Campus Life
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The moon came up and
the masks came off
By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER

Moon and star wallpaper. Glowing
ice sculptures Filled with fruit. Ficus tress
trimmed with white lights. Was this a ballroom? No, it was the Fairfield University
Oak Room and lobby during the 1999 Masquerade Ball.
"There was a decent turnout and it
seemed as if everyone who attended it had
a good time," said board member Fran
Millar, '01. "As long as the students were
happy, I think they will keep coming to the
events that are on campus."
The evening began at nine with a
disc jockey in the Oak Room, which had
been transformed into a wonderland under
the night sky. The oak paneling was covered with back and silver stars, white lights
lined the windows and white porcelain fountain held the door open.
The campus center lobby was dis-

played with a balloon arch and buffet of
fruit and cheese served from an ice sculptured bowl. There were also tables and
chairs with candles to add to the ambiance.
"The reason I wanted my position on the board was because I find myself interested in getting the students back
into the events that happen on campus,"
said Millar, commenting on the favorable
remarks that were heard throughout the
evening.
"I had a very good time and
thought that the event was really well put
together," said Catherine Renehan, '02.
"Once there are students who
want to make programs happen on weekends," said Lloyd; "campus life will really take off!"
With Director Tim Lloyd, ten students were chosen to work as board members for the first ever second semester kickgramming, and other events that will be
taking place this semester. Three hundred
copies of the spring programming schedule were handed out during the event.

The Fairfield Mirror

This year I promise to.
(and will do it)
By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

January 1 st comes year after year
and along with the champagne and partying comes the tradition of New Year's Resolutions. Yes, you remember those
little promises you make to
yourself with the
hopes of self-improv
ement.
Of course,
everyone's resolutions seem plausible and exciting
after a little bubbly, but once the
buzz wears off,
those great ideas
become
even
greater burdens.
What most people
don't realize is that simple
changes in your day to day activity can satisfy some of those resolutions.
The most common resolution in
the history of New Year's Resolutions has
to be, "I am going to lose weight!" I don't
think I am the only one who has had many
failed diet attempts; starvation never seems
to do the trick. Additionally, running from
class to class, activity to activity, also does
not leave much time to think about a healthy
diet so here are some quick and easy suggestions add healthy food into your diet.

Firstly, get a friend interest in beginning a healthy diet and try to eat the majority of your meals together. Chances are
if you have a friend with a bowl of french
fries you will soon be drawn to them. Secondly, when at the grocery store avoid the
junk food aisle; granted they are the most
fun but take a friend with you who will yell
at you if you put those cupcakes in the cart.
Finally, dieticians suggest allowing yourself one indulging snack at the end
of a hard day of calorie counting; there is
no reason not to enjoy food at all.
Another common resolution, especially on college
campuses, is the
promise to finally
get that 4.0 GPA.
For most of us a
straight A average is a
dream and a half away,
but simply improving your
grades can be easier than you think.
First of all, if your room is anything like mine, it is more of a social lounge
than a quite place to study. Roommates,
while they may be your best friends, they
can be your grades worst enemy, therefore
finding a quieter place to study away from
telephones, TVs and e-mail is always a good
idea.
As painful as it is to leave your
warm home, going down to the library or

Fairfield University brings you

W

Summer '99 Programs

Galway, Ireland - May 21 - June 4
2 weeks in the homeland of great Irish writers
Earn3 literature credits.
Florence, ItalyMav 26 - June 26 /June 30 - July 30
Wide variety ofcourses, earn 6 credits.
CEU's available

- ; «>• -

Hyderabad, India - May 24 - June 19
Internship opportunity, prestigious Indian
faculty, exciting excursions. All-inclusive
program. Earn 6 credits.
Germany and The Netherlands May 30- June 19
3. weeks in Rotterdam, 1 week in Munster.
Package includes site visits and day trips.
Earn 6 international business credits.

Smart move #1
Get 50* off with your valid college ID
when you ski and ride Stratton, Monday
through Friday. Plus, get s5 off weekends
and holidays* For more special college
discounts, visit our website.

Smart move #2
Lifts & Lodging s49-99'' Two- to five-night/day
packages available Sunday through Thursday,
non-holiday from 1/3/99-3/25/99, and every
day of the week from 3/28/99 through closing.

www.stratton.com

www.ridestratton.com
1-800-STRATTON
T T O N

Smart move #3

Vermont's Mountain Resort

Surf the slopes during these cool events: U.S. Open
Snowboarding Championships - March 15-21;
Stratton Beach Party - March 29-April 11.

•ffllers not valid with any other discounts or promotions.
"Pei person, pet day. based upon double occupancy.
Two-night minimum stay required. Tax and service
charge excluded.

St. Petersburg, Russia - June 6 - July 4
Enjoy the "While Nights" ofsummer.
Many cultural events and guided lours,
excursion to Moscow. 6 credits available.
Participants receive Fairfield University
under-graduate credits. All program costs
include complete travel and lodging
packages. For more information call
Christine Bowers, Study Abroad
Coordinator, toll-free 888-254-1566, or email her at cbbowers@fairl.fairfield.edu.

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
School of Continuing Education
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Demystifying the Canisus Academy
editor interviews club leader
By Tim Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
Tim: Kevin, for those of us who are unfamiliar with the Canisius Academy on campus, what exactly does the group do?
Kevin: In the past The Canisius Academy
has been described as a group of students
and faculty that gather on campus for evenings of theater, film, music and discussion.
After such performances, The Canisius
Academy of ten meets with the lecturer or
performer to discuss the event. However, I
have come to realize that this definition
sounds rather intimidating to many students.
Especially those students who may say, "but
I don't know anything about theater, or art
etc., and I wouldn't know what to contribute to discussions afterward." Let me assure
you, no one needs to be intimidated.
The Canisius Academy is NOT a
group of "high brow" individuals with an
extensive knowledge of music, art, and
dance. In most cases The Canisius Academy
knows little more about the event than what
the handbill describes when we arrive that
evening. Instead, it is a group of individuals
interested in taking advantage of the cultural
opportunities the University offers.
The Canisius Academy feels that
this campus has many fun and interesting
events that students would be interested in
going to. We try to make students more
aware of these activities by selecting a few
each semester to attend as a group.
Tim: Does one need to be invited to be a
member or is The Canisius Academy open
to everyone?
Kevin: The Canisius Academy is OPEN TO

EVERYONE. We loosely define "members" as those who regularly attend events,
but there are NO invitation or membership
requirements necessary to join us for events.
In fact, we cordially invite everyone to our
next event Feb. 18th in the chapel.
Fairfield University Students will
be performing "Godspell". Admission is
free if you bring two nonperishable food
items. We are confident that The Canisius
Academy has something to offer everyone
on campus and we urge you to get the most
from your college experience. Anyone is
welcome to attend our events.
Tim: Besides "Godspell", what other events
do you have lined up for this semester?
Kevin: March 26th at 8:00pm "Les Ballets
Jazz de Montreal" will be coming to the
Quick Center. They are a Canadian dance
ensemble who perform innovative dance
that combines classical and contemporary
choreography. We are also planning a trip
to New York City for later in the semester.
The Canisius Academy gets reduced ticket prices to all Quick Center
events, and, more importantly, all our events
are catered with enough delicious food to
satisfy even the most fastidious palate. We
also have informal movie nights during the
semester where we simply gather somewhere on campus, usually a townhouse, and
watch a movie picked out by one of our
members. In fact, our next movie night is
scheduled for Monday, February 22nd.
Tim: Who can students contact if they
would like more information?
Kevin: Students should contact either
Kevin Borla at x7084, or Kristen Record at
x7082.

Smoking

Resolutions

from pg. 5

from pg. 6

According to the American Cancer Society, nicotine is as addictive as heroine and cocaine. A smoker's body becomes
physically and psychologically dependent
on nicotine. Once smoke is inhaled, nicotine travels to the lungs, where it is quickly
absorbed into the bloodstream and carried
to the heart and brain.
Nicotine affects the heart and
blood vessels, the hormonal system, body
metabolism and the brain. Smoking can
cause respiratory diseases and cancer of the
lungs, mouth, larynx, bladder, kidney, pancreas, and cervix. Smokers also have two
times the risk of dying from a heart attack
than nonsmokers.
A smoker aquires a certain tolerance for nicotine and must continually increase their amount of smoking to maintain
their nicotine level. When a smoker tries to
quit, the absence of nicotine leads to withdrawal, which can include depression, frustration, trouble concentrating and sleeping,
headaches and increased appetite.
Although withdrawal symptoms
create discomfort, the positive rewards of
quitting outweigh the negative and can save
lives. For more information on how you can

mezz will cut down procrastination, you will
use the time needed to complete tasks and
will enhance the quality of your work.
Additionally, researchers say that
trying to obtain the same amount of hours
of sleep a night (every night) can increase
energy overall. Set a time at the beginning
of your evening to go to bed that will allowing you about 6 or 7 hours of sleep then stick
to it. Researchers say that eventually, you
will begin to feel more energized because
your body is not playing catch up from an
all-nighter.
Finally, everyone wants to have a
body like those on Baywatch but few of us
will every achieve it. Well, instead of
watching those Baywatch reruns night after night, you and a friend might want to
head over to the Rec-Plex and try out the
new machines. If bikes aren't your thing
try taking a class in step or maybe taking a
dip in the pool.
After a hard week's work of toning treating yourself to a massage can be a
way to rid your body of all stress. Remember soon the weather will be warm and campus jogs and walks will be a nice alternative.

Interested in writing for
Campus Life? Call ext.
2533

CHEERS

BOOS

... to Happy 21st birthday
Becky... to a new semester... to
getting it together...to being an
aunt for the first time. . .to one
less blizzard. . .to spring break
coming soon. . . to cancelled
classes. . . to new rooms. . . to
the crew "swim" team...to heart
boxers... to number 21- the
sexiest filed hockey player
ever... to happy hour at
Archie's...to Katie Sue's bday...to Matt's twentieth birthday party...to Melrose going off
the air... to Wall Street on the
weekend... to brown eyed
angels... to 90210 being renewed, the lawyer is cute!...to
girls who give guys sunflowers... to the hot male Jogues
RA...to back massages... to only
one interview... to getting in to
law school so soon.... to going
to see The View this friday... to
e-mails from old friends...to St.
Patrick's Cathedral... to tube
tops... to maybe going away on
Spring break... to going to
Florida for Spring Break... to
seeing him after two months...
to yo... to what's the deally
yo?... to Chris, thanks for
listening... to Patrick quitting
teaching and enjoying his senior
year... to no more debates... to
She's All That., to Louie for
FUSA President... to Jane for
being a good sport... to all
candidates who ran... to Paul,
no boo's for you... to Ann the
hot sodexho mamma.... to
Kristen and her old men and
some white zinfandel.. to Ash...

...to pulled hamstrings. . . to cold
weather. . . to Valentine's Day.. .
to being woken up at 5AM...to
John...to bets...to why did you do
that? ...to not satisfying your
girl...to Paul...to getting home at
noon.... to forgetting to call
Howie... to Simon the new
Siamese cat... to plus one right...
to Jen and the town house
thieves... to school of business...
to Jane losing... to cancelling
spam jam, what's the deal?... to
rock versus mankind at half
time... to student teaching during
senior year... to number 22... to
judicial officers., to the English
catwoman... to more girls here
than guys... to rainy days... to
mud on my sneakers... to walking in platforms while in the rain
in New York City., to filing
magazines... to working out and
seeing no results... to the RecPlex always being packed... to
the cool guy... to hairy man... to
"the sweater"...to eavesdroppers... to the Pakistani, where's
the love?... to the brazilian film...
to smelly, fat people who block
your view... to the semi-circle...
to food that never gets better... to
him finding someone new... to
being hurt... to a terrible weekend... to 23 and over, I thought
21 was enough... to Liquid... to
they suck... to duty for what
seems like the one hundreth
night... to not being able to sleep,
aka insomnia... to losing a friendship... to my bitchy attitude, I'd
better stop that to rats...to ren

Hello? Are you still there? I know
we haven't been around in a while
but is that any excuse?

Where are your
Cheers and Boos?
Please submit them to Box AA by
this Sunday and we may forgive
you.
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Election fever has been in the air these
past few weeks . Playing a pivotal role in both
the primary and final debates has allowed Mirror staffers and myself an inside look at the
politics of our student body.
I was pleasantly surprised to see that
five students chose to run campaigns for FUSA
president and even more pleased that three of
these candidates were females. We do have
concerned leaders on this campus who are
brave enough to risk defeat for the sake of that
chance to make a difference for Fairfield.
Additionally, although it would have
been refreshing to have a female FUSA president to lead Fairfield into the millennium, it is
also refreshing to have a FUSA president that
comes from a non-student government background. It is my hope that this will mean the
inclusion and recognition of other groups
around campus in a more significant light.
It is also important to note the close
number of votes in this election, there was only
a seven vote discrepancy separating the two
endorsed candidates- the closest in a FUSA
presidential election. If this is not the perfect
example of how one vote can make a difference, then I don't know what is.
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Join the Fight
Student Summit on Diversity provides
opportunity for change
To the Editor:
It is often hard for all of us to think
outside of established paradigms (for
us to, as they say, shift our canonical
lines).
For many of us, the world we encounter on a daily basis becomes the
objective world we assume exists for
all. Indeed, getting outside of that and
learning to develop modes of thought
that transcend traditional epistemologies is challenging, exhausting, and
dangerous.
As existential philosophy so truly
establishes, life is a choice between
doing what is comfortable and normal, while risking nothing and doing what is authentic and just, while
risking everything.
I find this choice in everything I
do, whether it be my future, my
career, my day, my meal plan
or my weekend. But, most importantly, I find this choice confronting me concerning how I
think of and react to the world.
It is no secret that Fairfield
University has the elements of
a diverse community with diverse points of view and diverse
standpoints. However, it is just
as obvious that we are not as
diverse as we need to be. Enrollment of students of all backgrounds except
European-American is lower than
societal percentages, and the tolerance of those from nonwhite backgrounds is pathetically low.
Too often, one hears racist, sexist, ethnocentric and xenophobic
comments that are uncalled for and
clear signs of ridiculous immaturity.
Too often, the homophobic gut reactions of male and female students
slice into homosexual students with
a blow as sharp as a knife.
Too often, prejudicial feelings of
superiority on the part of students
with social, political and economic
status and power erupt into blatant
acts of exploitation, discrimination

and oppression. Like the ridiculous
situation at the beach, these acts do
not disappear when the media sun
does not shine on them. And, too
often, students with social privilege
reflect their own racism and oppression back onto AHANA students,
claiming "reverse discrimination."
We live in a community that needs
discussion, dialogue and action.
The best way for me to make a
difference, as a middle-class, white,
heterosexual male student, is to confront my own standpoint and dig
deep into my soul with the hope of
rooting out the reason why I am the
way I am. Why am I treated a certain way with certain benefits, while
someone of a different color, gender, class, sexual orientation, or
ethnicity is denied what I just re-

confrontation, and there ways of
looking at the world in alternative
lights. My passion and concern for
societal harmony has compelled
me to help develop the Student
Summit on Diversity. This summit,
which will take place on Fairfield's
campus on February 20th , will
bring together students from
throughout the Northeast in a day
of dialogue and personal story-telling.
It has been an immense project
with enormous amounts of work
for all of us involved, and I have
learned a lot about myself in its development.
Essentially, this conference is
for us all. Dedicated students challenged administration and staff to
secure funding and support. This
conference is a gift wrapped
opportunity to begin to look
at the world in a different perspective and meet people who
have diverse world views.
If we as a community do
not start right now to make a
change, the world will continue to be steeped in inequity
and indifference. If we as a
community do not recognize
the societal rifts that divide
and conquer us, we will all
suffer the loss of human interaction
and togetherness. Our motto for the
summit is a quote by Gloria
Anzaldua: "With my fist I rive a
hole in the wall." That is a hole in
the wall of oppression; the wall of
exploitation; the wall of capitalist
greed; the wall of victim's tears; the
wall of lost souls; and our own personal wall of ignorance and socialized thought.
I urge all students to come out,
make a difference and tear down
their own wall. Without you, all this
hard work, all this dedication, and
all this time and effort will be lost.
Join us!!!

For many of us, the world
we encounter on a daily
basis becomes the objective world we assume
exists for all.
ceived?
These things not only make me
passionate about changing the system that perpetuates this, but they
sadden me. I am deeply hurt when
others are victimized. I am deeply
pained when others are oppressed,
and I am deeply moved when others suffer. I only want to make a difference and bring about change.
As Nikki Giovanni so apply
claims, I "seek the construction of a
world where Martin Luther King
could have lived and preached nonviolence."
Call me idealistic. That's fine
with me. But I hope you will join
me with this struggle. There are avenues of expression and painful self-

Sincerely,
Mike Franz, '99
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at The Mirror Office

Commentary

FUS A should make realistic promises Special
Timothy Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
Time.
All men are slaves to the clock. While
it on one hand liberates us from the
ramblings of long winded professors it
also condemns us to a life of deadlines.
Being just a man even this commentary writer is subject to time. That is why
my deadline will not allow me to include the winner of this year's FUSA
presidential election in my column.
As of this writing, it is down to two
candidates who each have taken the
time to outline what is is they promise
to do, promise to change, and promise
to solve. I have no favorite in this election but I do have a request of both. I
hope the winner would realize just what
time it is.
It is time for FUSA, and especially
the Student Body President, to realize that
the students on this campus need to stop
being mislead by their student government.
Many promises that are made every year
are outside of the control of FUSA, it's
president, and it's various committees. To
continue to promise the unattainable to
students who are never informed about
their government is simply lying.
Don't believe the candidates when
they say they will get residence hall improvements; it is already being done and
will happen no matter who is elected.
Replace a town housing ordinance? Good
luck, we've got letters from the Fairfield

Beach Road Association if you need their
address. Place penalties on academic advisors if students feel slighted?
If their is one thing I have learned
in my years of college it is that there is
nothing so entrenched as a teacher with
tenure. In sum there are just so many
things on this campus that FUSA can really do to affect change, and most of the
promises fall outside that realm. So if

To continue to promise
the unattainable to students who are never informed about their government is simply lying.
these things happen or fail to be realized
the FUSA president can not be held accountable either way.
Does this make me a pessimist? No. It
makes me a realist. It is more important
to focus on the possible and see improvement than to promise the world and get
nothing. There are things that student government could do if they would like to be
perceived as a useful institution. The first
thing they should do is look at all the other
student groups on campus that get less
funding, less support, and less recognition but still have results that make FUSA
look as efficient as some Rube Goldberg
machine (ask your parents they will know

what that is).
How do clubs like College Bowl and
Debate end up being some of the most successful "teams" on campus without anyone knowing it? How come events planned
by IRHG and AHANA are consistently
better attended than FUSA events? How
does a paper get published every week on
computers that are older than many members of FUSA not to mention their own
new computers? Someone knows the answers to these questions but it is not
FUSA.
What can FUSA actually do? They
could have events that might possibly
appeal to an audience that includes more
than just the cast to last week's GAP ad.
They could open their meetings up to the
general student body in order to be held
accountable. They might remember that
the student body also has commuters,
part-time students, and even some who
are handicapped, all of which seem to be
forgotten by "their student government."
There are even a few students who think
choosing between a two year old movie in
Gonzaga or begging for beer is not much
of a choice on a Friday night.
FUSA could change and be useful to the whole of the student body but
that would be a real sign that the times were
changing. Until the possible is thought of
as worth pursuing time stands still on this
campus.
And that better bus service they
promised me five years ago? Even a FUSA
president with the power to control time
and space will never solve this problem.

Fairfield: not just one big keg party
Brian Williams
Asst. Commentary Editor
In this my first attempt as the new
Assistant Commentary Editor to provide
you with interesting and thought provoking discussion, I think it fit to discuss
one of the major problems here at Fairfield University.
Now you didn't hear very much about
this problem in the recent FUSA presidential campaigns because sometimes in
politics important issues play second
fiddle to popular topics such as buses that
will never go faster or operate precisely
on schedule and beach relations, which
cannot be resolved in a handshake.
The problem I am talking about is
simple: How do we get students to show
up to events here at Fairfield?
When I was a wide-eyed freshman in
September of 1996,1 thought you could
learn a lot about the substance of what
there is to do at college by reading the
student message board in the Campus
Center. Here I saw flyers for bands, concerts, exhibits and other events both
small and large, local and out of town,
on campus and off.
Well, like so many others, it only took
me a couple of weeks to find my way
down tot he beach, and for whatever reason, that was it. How can on-campus
events compete with a place where students can do whatever they want and not
have to worry about anything, leaving
the cleanup and financial restitution to
their hosts who have to live at the houses,

before piling in cars and cabs to return
back to campus. The campus rush to the
beach each weekend is incredible.
On any given weekend night, the front
of the SeaGrape looks like the white zone
at Newark Airport during Christmas week,
with one cab unloading four people and
another one taking its place and so on.
Where are we going wrong in promoting the events that take place on campus
all the time? Fairfield no doubt has money
to put into giving students first-rate events.
One such event is the Open Visions forum., which gives
students a chance
to make the trip
down to the Quick
Center and hear
some of the most
premier thinkers
of our time.
The lecturers
only last about an
hour and then if
you disagree with
them, you can
even stand up and tell them in the open
discussion time at the end. People such
as George Stephanopoulos and William
F Buckley have been here along with Lani
Guinier and Helen Thomas who are coming to Fairfield, your school, to speak to
you and the least you could do is try and
be there.
Check the times on the posters but
most of the lectures begin at 3 P.M. Sundays so don't set your alarms. Sleep in
and come down to join in the discussion.

Another inexcusable example is the
support of our athletic teams. News flash:
Fairfield University athletics are Division
One. This equals up to the fact that all the
teams are good and so are their opponents.
The games are fun to watch and they would
be better for both the fans and the teams if
people mustered up the nerve, put down
the solo cups and came out to some games.
Alumni hall was raided by Sports Illustrated one of the hardest place in America
to play in the late 80's. Don't believe me?
Ask Tim O'Toole, he knows.
Now, the
MAAC men's
basketball conference is hovering close to being
one of the top ten
conferences in
America, yes the
whole country!
Some of the guys
you could go out
and heckle in
Alumni
Hall
may be the ones you are still cursing out
ten years from now when they lockout their
season for more money. That's right the
NBA.
Some of the people playing in alumni
will be there and if you don't believe me
just ask Jeff Van Gundy, the coach of the
New York Knicks, why he was courtside
in Alumni for two games this season.
Also on the table for students to reach
out and accept is the Levee concert series.
FUSA works hard to sign bands and DJ's

Fairfield has a lot to
offer students and it
makes me sad to see
that so many are such
gluttons for punishment

thanks to
Fairfield U.
Students

To the Editor:
Bread & Roses thanks so many residents of Fairfield for their labors of love
and goodwill toward people living with
HIV and AIDS during this past holiday
season.
Special thanks goes to students from
Fairfield University, the tireless Fairfield
members of our gift collection committee, and the hundreds of individuals who
donated time, talent, money and toys to
this years Holiday Toy and Gift Collection.
Bread & Roses' 10th annual Holiday
Toy & Gift Collection touched the lives
of over 3,0d0 children and families in
Connecticut and Westchester County.
Over 9,000 new and personalized gifts
were donated, wrapped and delivered in
time for Hanukkah, Christmas, Kwanza
and Three Kings Day.
Your compassion and generosity of
spirit have touched hearts and given hope.
Such are the things that enrich lives beyond the power of any medication or
treatment.
With gratitude and blessings for the
new year ahead,
Rhonda DeLetis
Holiday Toy & Gift
Collection Coordinator
so that the students can go socialize with
their friends and listen to some good music such as Suprox and campus favorites
Drew and Petro. Oh and guess what? The
Levee is a BAR so that means if you are
21 you can drink there.
Along with the aforementioned activities, there are always lectures and seminars and other things sponsored by different academic departments and student
organizations to exercise the brain cells
instead of killing them.
Fairfield is not a large University but
more like a community. The campus is
not huge. We have e-mail where everything that goes on is posted. This being
the case, the excuse that we didn't know
cannot work. Find out! Borrowing this example from a friend, there could be a
Phish concert in the middle of the woods
in Vermont and 50,000 people will show
up, but if there is an event on campus,
the answer is always "how are we supposed to know?"
Well, I don't want to make it sound
like I am bitter towards the attitudes of
many of my fellow students. Wait a
minute, yes I do. As students, we are not
living up to what college should be all
about. Fashionably late is not always the
best way to go and the crowd is not always right.
Fairfield has a lot to offer students and
it makes me sad to see that so many are
such gluttons for punishment, wasting the
time standing in the freezing cold with
flat beer in a red cup and getting tickets
for doing so.
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Say something useful
Candidates claims prove there's nothing new
under the sun
John O'Dea
Co-Commentary Editor
Why should I even bother?
It is a question that I ask myself repeatedly every time an election of any
kind rolls around. I have found that
many political races are not worth losing sleep over.
From electing a president for the nation to choosing one for the campus, my
answer to the question has always been
the same: I don't. I don't bother voting,
or taking any part in an election for that
matter. It is not because I am lazy or
apathetic, but because I do not feel that
there is any reason to cast my vote for
any of the people I have seen running
for office.
I believe in a democratic system,
even the pseudo-democratic system in
which we live. I think that the people
should have their voices heard. I also
think that the people no longer have a
voice.
A major case in point would be the
annual FUSA elections. I do not yet
know who won the election, but I have
a pretty good idea of the outcome. Nothing new will come from this election.
All of the promises we have heard were
made before. I still have not seen a bus
run on a set schedule, and this has been
through three FUSA presidents.
I do not believe in the office of
FUSA president. I do not believe in the
office because the people who run for
it make claims that they cannot possibly back. Their words have lost all
meaning to me. They might as well

vLi'/

promise the students that they will lower
the states drinking age or solve the problems at the beach with the wave of a
magic wand. It may sound ridiculous, but
what do they claim to be able to do? They
will improve our housing, improve our
buses, and improve our lives. Unfortunately, these people do not have the authority to go through with any of these
things.
The promises are always the same.
The candidates play to the crowd, just
like any politician should. They live in
the same place as you and I. They know
what the masses want to hear then say
it. Yet, they cannot follow through on
these promises. It is the same thing every year.
What would be the solution to this
problem? Very simple: MAKE REALISTIC PROMISES. It would be great if
someone would come along and make a
few promises they could keep. Then, if
they got elected and followed through
with their campaign promises, people
might take notice. After that, candidates
might have something that they would
have to live up to. Then something might
get done around here.
When a candidate is asked about what
he or she would do about the problems
at the beach, "I'll fix it" should not suffice. That answer comes as no surprise.
What would be a surprise would be if
someone said something with a little
substance. Maybe that will happen someday.
But I doubt that it will happen while
I'm still here.

The Fairfield Mirror

Issue of the Week:
What do you think of the
outcome of this week's
FUSA presidential election?
Do you feel that the students
will be well represented?
Was your voice heard? Let
your opinion be heard here.
All articles due Sunday evening by
6:00 pm in Box AA or in the Mirror
office located in Gonzaga Hall
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For a semester, for a year, for a lifetime:
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE AUP.
The education is American.
The mix is international.
The setting is Paris.

Where would you

The advantage is yours.

like to be
on Spring-Break?

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PARIS
Paris: 31, avenue Bosquet, 75343 Paris cedex 07, France • (33/1) 40.62.07.20
New York: 60 East 42nd Street, Ste. 1463, New York, NY 10017 • (212) 983-1414
www.aup.edu • admissions@aup.edu • nyoffice@aup.edu

How about South Padre Island, Texas? Here's your
opportunity. Come on down to Daewoo of Fairfield.
Take the test, drive a new Daewoo, and see what
you think! While you're here, be sure to register to
win our Spring-Break trip for two to South Padre
Island. What's more, walk out with a Free 30-minute
telephone card after you've taken the test drive.
Now that's a deal!

/

VsP STUDY ABROAD
Zimbabwe • England • Italy
Hong Kong • Spain • France

DAEWOO.

sOiiect ioi/ouf

2269 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430
800-766-4486
Daewoo Campus and Daewoo Korean Advisors not eligible.
Phone Cards for full-time college students only, while supply lasts.
Drawing closes February 27. 1999.

SYRACUSE

II

■

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wide-ranging courses
Internships & service-learning
Business programs in 3 countries
Organized study-travel
Grants, scholarships, loans
Placement in foreign universities
Syracuse University 119 Euclid Avenue Syracuse, NY 13244
800-235-3472 snabroad@syr.edo http://snmweb.syr.edn/dipa
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Movie Review

Travolta's big day in court
By Kaylin Curran
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

"A Civil Action"
Starring John Travolta &
Robert Du vail
Directed by Steven Zaillian
Grade: B

One of the most anticipated movies
for 1999 is "A Civil Action" starring John
Travolta ("Pulp Fiction", "Face/Off) and

Robert Duvall ("The Apostle, "Deep Impact"). The movie is based on the environmental case that rocked Massachusetts
in the 1980's.
"A Civil Action" recites the
story of the legal case personal injury lawyer Jan Schlichtmann (Travolta) waged
on behalf of eight families from Woburn,
Massachusetts. The defendants, W.R.
Grace & Co. and Beatrice Foods, were
accused of contaminating the town's
drinking water with various chemicals.
The water contamination resulted in the
deaths of eight children from leukemia.
Schlichtmann must risk his
home, his firm and ultimately his career
to seek justice for the children who are
unable to seek justice for themselves. In
the legal crusade, he learns lessons of life,
loss and what really matters, the truth or
money.
"A Civil Action" has a great plot

photo from Touchstone Pictures. All Rights Reserved.
John Travolta stars as Attorney Jan Schlichtmann.

line and endless
possibilities but
without Travolta
and Duvall , it
wouldn't be
worth seeing.
These two actors deliver incredible performances, which
draws the audience into the
case even further.

Kathleen
Q
u i n 1 a n
^^^^' ^Huajgi - *^H
("Apollo 13",
"The Doors") is
Anne AnderB^/^^^.'^a
son, one of the
first plaintiffs in
the case to suspect water contamination as
the cause of her
W^^^^^^k
son's death.
Her performance is strong
Travolta once
nd heart felt.
again demon- photo fron. ouchstone Pictures All Rights Reserved,
Quinlan's perstrates the fact Duvall (1) nd Travolta light up the screen.
formance is so
that he is one of
sincere that it
the most gifted actors in Hollywood. His leaves the audience grieving for her loss.
performance forces the audience to love and
The movie attempts to capture the
hate Schlichtmann. His character opens the pain and suffering of the plaintiffs while at
film by stating the uselessness of dead cli- the same time conveying the high stakes of
ents and eventually ends up developing a this history making case. The movie falls
heart and conscious by the conclusion of short on both accountants simply because
the two hour flick.
it tries to do too much in two hours.
Duvall plays Travolta's adversary
The historical evidence was there,
Jerome Facher, the crafty, wise and intelli- along with star studded cast and gifted digent lawyer representing Beatrice Foods. rector but the three elements just couldn't
Duvall's character proves to be more then quite come together. "A Civil Action" is
just the lawyer for the defendants but also worth seeing but it is not what I expected.
the harsh voice of what justice really means. With a cast of Travolta, Macy, Duvall and
William H. Macy ("Pleasantville", Quinlan, I expected more from the movie
"Boogie Nights", "Fargo") plays itself.
Schlichtmann's legal accountant in the film.
"A Civil Action" is based on the
He is one of the highest points of the movie, book, which documented the case, by
always adding comic relief while still keep- Jonathon Harr and directed by Steve
ing the drama going.
Zaillian.

III
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Couch Potato

"Silver Spoons" star still golden
Schroder a success on "NYPD Blue"
when producers hired the actor most Gen
Xers remember as Ricky Stratton to play
such a grown up role. It didn't all revolve around the former child star, per
se. Rather, could the show go on without
Smits, the suave, dapper detective that
I almost expected him to ride into the
perfectly complemented, or pacified,
15th Squad Precinct on his toy train. Who
Andy's fiery antics?
can blame me? But,
Is it plauI have to tell myself
sible that the
to forget that role
character of
that we grew up
Andy
watching Ricky, exSipowicz
cuse me, Rick
(Dennis
Schroder play on the
Franz) could
hit "Silver Spoons."
lose a son to a
Now, Mr. Schroder
murder and his
is Detective Danny
best friend to a
Sorenson
on
sudden death
"NYPD Blue," the
all after overhot shot successor of
coming alcoJimmy
Smits'
holism and
Bobby Simone as
still remain
Andy Sipowicz's
sane and sopartner.
ber? Or could
I touched
the show get
on only one of few
any better after
concerns
that
the unbelievphoto from members.tripod.com
"NYPD" fans had
able dramatic
Schroder as Det. Danny Sorenson

By Terence McCarron
A&E EDITOR

events that transpired in the last few episodes
involving Bobby Simone dying and eventual climactic death?
After seeing one episode of Rick
Schroder as Det. Sorenson, all of these questions are answered with good news for the
loyal. "Blue" shows yet again that its writers, substance and style will carry it through.
While great actors has aided the show
through the years, on actor alone does not
make this series.
This point was first proven when
David Caruso left to pursue his movie career, figuring big bucks were a lock. Then
they hired former "L.A. Law" star Jimmy
Smits to
play
a
new chara c t e r.
Cynics we
were.
"Oh he'll
never fill
Caruso's
shoes."
Smits no
doubt had
Caruso

wiching he never bolted small screen for
such motion picture classics like "Jade" and
"Kiss of Death."
While Schroder is good, happily
we were able to enjoy Smits for a while.
He stayed long enough to not have any regrets. Schroder's character is not the best
friend relationship that Andy had with his
other two partners. Rather, he is a protege
to Andy. Danny (Schroder) reminds
Sipowiczofhis late son. Therefore, Andy's
two losses from the last couple of years are
assuaged a little by one new character.
Danny fills the void left by Andy's son without trying to replace his best friend. A
shrewd psychological
help
for
Andy,
wouldn't
you say?
Can
Rick
Schroder
shake the
typecast we
all know
him as? In

Franz (1) and Smits as Sipowicz and Bobby.

continued on p. 12
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Schroder
Dave Matthews goes back to his roots turns Blue

For your listening pleasure

By Rob Conroy
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dave Matthews Band fans know
the name Tim Reynolds. They know him
as the musician who joins the band in the
studio to record their albums. They know
him as the guest who frequently steps on
stage to jam with the band. Over the last
few years, fans have also known him as
the silent partner in the acoustic
duo, Dave & Tim.
Dave Matthews and Tim
Reynolds met in their hometown of
Charlottesville, Virginia. Before
Matthews ever had the courage to
form the band that has now made
him famous, he was playing with
good friend Reynolds. Though the
two went their own separate ways,
forming Dave Matthews Band and
TR3 respectively, they have remained friends and still get together
to jam. In 1996, they took their to
the road.
Most people would prefer
to spend their vacations doing anything but work. Matthews sees
things differently. He went into music because for him it was a passion. That passion lead him to the road, even when he was
on break for touring with DMB.
Matthews and Reynolds set out in
1996 with just two guitars, some songs and
a love of music. They began playing venues that held no more then 2,000 people.
Not because they couldn't fill larger venues, but they wanted to keep the emphasis

on the music.
Early in their first tour, Matthews
and Reynolds recorded a show they performed at Luther College in Iowa. Three
years later, the duo has released the album,
"Live from Luther College", as a two disk
set under the Bama Rags/MCA label.
The album, containing 23 songs,
contain mostly favorites from DMB's first
three albums. Only four songs were previously unreleased, and only one of those is a
song by Reynolds. Most fans will find unfamiliar scarce. Devoted fans will find no

Even when you add Reynolds,
who's guitar skills are second to none, it is
still hard to think of the duo as more than
just another folk group doing cover songs.
Perhaps that's the way they would seem on
a studio album, so it's a good thing this not
a studio album.
One of the best qualities of the CD
is that it captures the interaction between
audience members and Matthews. In between songs he jokes with the crowd, tells
short stories and even takes requests.
While the album may have been
better off had they included more of
Matthews' anecdotes, they definitely
have captured the live atmosphere
that saves it from being just another
bad "unplugged attempt".
The previously unreleased songs
stand out as some of the true gems
of the album. Both "Dead is Done"
and "Granny" are strong songs, and
will be new to most fans ears.
"Stream", a song by Reynolds,
showcases his extraordinary guitar
talents and gives him a chance to take
the spotlight.
While "Live at Luther College" is
far from being Matthews' best work,
from geocities.com
it is something different than the rouDave and Tim (1) on tour promoting their live cd
tine albums he has put out in the past.
new material to quench their thirst. What The CD was released to correspond with the
they will find is variety.
most recent Dave and Tim tour, most likely
It's hard to pinpoint the appeal of in hopes of sparking interest.
the Dave and Tim tours. Take your favorite
If you have grown tired of hearing
DMB songs, strip away the percussion and what seems to be the same formula of songs
saxophone. Strip away the bass. Take away on every new CD, Live will prove to be a
just about everything that makes their sound refreshing change. However, if you are not
unique.. All that is left is some strong vo- already a fan, this CD is not going to change
cals by Matthews and admittedly inconsis- your mind.
tent guitar work.

continued from p. 11
one word: Yes. He did it in one episode.
He has become a young gun: a superstar
hot shot cop who exudes confidence and
knowhow as an NYPD detective.
He has a heart and showed it
when working a case involving a beaten
elderly couple. He broke down in an interview with a suspect. This perfectly
demonstrated that his confidence does
not spill over into arrogance. Overall,
Danny Sorenson is pretty damn likeable.
The final episodes that marked
the end of the Bobby Simone "era" on
"Blue" were extremely moving and powerful. They were superbly acted and
brought the show to a new high in quality. Simone's delusions found him squaring away all the odds and ends in his life
so he know it was okay to die. He talked
to Andy in these dreams. The portly partner told him that he would make sure
Diane was okay.
Bobby made sure his pigeons
would be taken care of in a scene that
reminiscent of Marlon Brando's poignant pigeon caretaking in "On the Waterfront." All in all, this was fantastic
television. While it is impossible for any
show to maintain that high level consistently, rest assured that fine episodes involving Det. Danny Sorenson are in the
cards for the show.
Don't get me wrong, I'll miss
Jimmy Smits' style and substance. But
this is Ricky Schroder! I couldn't be
happier if Gary Coleman was the new
detective in the 15th squad. "What you
talkin' 'bout, Andy?"

TUTORS NEEDED*
The Peer Tutorial PROGRAM is in need of tutors in
the following subject areas:
Accounting
Chemistry

French

Italian
levels)

Physics
Spanish
**

Tutors for any additional subjects are always
needed as well.
Please come to Dolan 214, Student Support Services,
for more information or contact Elizabeth Slimmon
at ext. 2615.
Tutors must have a quality point
average of at least 3.0 and a recommendation from a
professor.
These

are

paid

Besides publication, the author of the winning essay will receive a modest
monetary award that will not defray the costs of going to college but may
play a small part in making the experience more pleasurable.
Any undergraduate student at a Connecticut institution of higher education
is eligible to enter.
Essays will be evaluated by a committee of college writing instructors, on
the basis of effectiveness, clarity, interest, and apparent frankness.

German

*

In the April-May Vanguard, a student essay will be printed on the subject of
THE IDEAL PROFESSOR.

(Organic/Inorganic)

Mathematics (all

The Connecticut Conference of AAUP announces its second annual
Student Essay Competition!

positions

Manuscripts should be 500-1000 words long and should be typed (or
printed), double-spaced, one side of paper, with the writer's name and
address on a separate cover sheet. Essays may be submitted directly by
students or through their instructors. The writer should retain a copy, since
manuscripts cannot be returned to the author.
Submission deadline is March 15, 1999. Submission of an essay will constitute permission to publish it in Vanguard.
For more information, see article above, or e-mail the Editor at
<rbaumgartner@fair1. fairfield. edu>.
Please send submissions to
Vanguard Essay Competition
AAUP Connecticut Conference Office
39 Beverly Road
Hamden, CT 06517-2006.
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Benigni stars in Italian drama
Who's Best at
the Box?
i. "She's All That"
(MIRAMAX)
Freddie Prinze, Jr.
2. "Patch Adams"
(UNIVERSAL)
Robin Williams
3. "Varsity Blues"
(PARAMOUNT)
James Van Der Beek
4. "A Civil Action"
(BUENA VISTA)
John Travolta
5. "Shakespeare in Love"
(MIRAMAX)
Gwyneth Paltrow
6. "Stepmom" (SONY)
Julia Roberts
7. "The Thin Red Line"
(FOX)
Sean Penn
8. "You've Got Mail"
(WARNERS)
Tom Hanks
9. "At First Sight"
(MGM/UA)
Mira Sorvino
10 . "The Prince of Egypt"
(Dreamworks)

source Hollywood Online
i
Weekending January 31, 1999

By Pat Hursen
STAFF WRITER

"Life is Beautiful"
Starring Roberto
Benigni and Nicoletta
Braschi
Directed by Roberto
Benigni
Grade: A
The winter season is the most
paradoxical period for movies. Half of the
movies released are standard fluff movies that were not good enough for the
summer season ("Mighty Joe Young",
"Varsity Blues"). The other half are the
most critically acclaimed , released,
sometimes beginning in a limited run, just
before the new year so as to qualify for
an Oscar nomination. These are the movies to pay attention to. There are some
obvious films, notably "A Simple Plan",
"Saving Private Ryan" (which is being
re-released in theaters), and "The Thin
Red Line, but the film that stands out
above all these is "Life is Beautiful".
"Life is Beautiful" is an Italian
film (with English subtitles) directed, cowritten and starring Roberto Benigni.
Benigni is best known for American audiences as "The Son of Pink Panther", but
forgot that, this man is talented. He can
best be described as the Italian Charlie
Chaplin, mixing comedy with social commentary (see Chaplin's "Modern Times").
"Life is Beautiful" is an uplifting tale set
in Italy during the World War II era.
Roberto Benigni plays Guido a
funny, lovable poet of a man who enters
the small Italian town of Arrezzo, looking for a job. Frequently distracted by
Dora (Nicoletta Braschi, Roberto
Benigni's actual wife), a young schoolteacher, Guido spends most of his time
trying to win her over with his charm. The
problem is that Dora is engaged to an established man with ties to the Nazi regime. Guido never gives up or loses hope,

and this is what makes his character so
spectacular. He is able to change any
situation so as to make it his own. Ultimately, he shows up everyone at an extravagant ball by riding in on a horse and
taking Dora away from her pompous fiance.
I
Years after Dora and Guido are
married they are seen living a happy life
with their young son. Benigni constructs
a setting that is separated from the direct horrors of World War II but at the
same time the Nazi, fascist regime is always in the background slowly invading the town more and more. When
Guido is walking in town with his son
and his son reads a sign that states "No
Jews Allowed," he wonders to his dad
why. Guido, trying to keep his son away
from the evils of life and World War II,
tells his son that every store wants to
keep out some group that they don't
want, like the Huns. Benigni's Guido is
a loving father who knows that there is
evil and racism infiltrating their lives, but
does not believe that his son should grow
up to experience it. He wants his son to
have happy and loving childhood no
matter what happens.
Eventually Guido and his son
are placed in a concentration camp because of their Jewish blood. Guido's wife
Dora finds this out and sacrifices herself to be with her family, although she
is separated form them because males
and females are split up. Realizing the
severity of the situation, Guido tells his
son that for his birthday they enrolled in
this camp in order to win the grand prize,

Mardi Gras!

3 Nights Accomodations for
London
Paris
Rome
Vienna

$389*
$429*
$459*
$499*

*Round trip air from New York, double occupancy
rate, single rate higher, based on availability, does
not include taxes and travel restrictions may apply.

Council Travel
CIEE: Council on International Educational Exchange

320 Elm Street
New Haven, CT 06511
Phone: 203-562-5335

13,
$25

SAT., FEB.,

CA««v& U<:A«(s. Gr««{ <\<lvic«. Vi<« biooU.

50%

SAT., FEB. 6, 8 PM, $35, 30
Grammy winner... "soulof
NewOrleans''—New Orleans
Jazz

Discount at
all times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

ICHAMBER MUSIC
ILINCOLN CENTER

You've got to get away!

DR. JOHN

POST SHOW MARDI GRAS PARTY!

SOCIETY OF

New Years Resolution:

a real tank. His son is excited at the chance
to win a tank, his favorite toy, and Guido
decides that he will make the entire experience into a game for his son.
This is not to say Benigni makes
light of the Holocaust, but because Guido
is so imaginative and creative he is able to
construct a fantasy so his son does not experience the trauma. For example, when
they are first placed in communal sleeping
quarters, a German officer asks if anyone
can translate his German speaking. Guido,
not knowing any German, volunteers and
makes up a description of this game he has
told his son about so that his son truly believes his fantasy and so that his son does
not hear the reality of their situation.
Benigni's film is a movie about the
Holocaust but different than any other made
before. It is serious and comical at the same
time, but it never lessens the impact of the
Holocaust. It is a fable that has an uplifting
ending, one where the power of the mind
and spirit can prevail over the evils in life.
"Life is Beautiful" is one of those few movies that moves you emotionally and stays
with you days after. It is currently playing
at the Fairfield Community Theater on Post
Road.

A, -V*

8PM,

Day of show
RUSH tickets
only

"Everything Chamber
Music should be."New York Times
YOUNG AUDIENCE SERIES

THREE LITTLE PIGS
SUN., FEB. 7, 1&3PM

Quick
CENTER

Fairfield

UNIVERSITY

OFFICE
203-254-4010

for FU
Students
&
Staff
(10 am 5 pm)
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Men's basketball drops two, beats Manhattan on road
Stags gear up for final MAAC games of the season
By Paul Pennelli
Assistant Sports Editor

So far this season, nothing has
come easy for Fairfield Basketball, and
it looks as if there is little relief on the
horizon. Though the Stags enjoyed a
three game MAAC winning streak during the middle of January, Fairfield (119, 6-7 MAAC) is just 1-3 in their last
four decisions.
Fairfield dropped a home game
to lowly Loyola, lost to St. Peter's and
Siena on the road, and earlier took a solid
win away from the Manhattan Jaspers.
Siena has given Fairfield fits
this year, as Saints from Albany already
beat the Stags by a score of 96-82 on
January 12. Unfortunately for Fairfield,
Siena was not about to give up a loss on
their home court, and won on Monday
by a final tally 95-80.
To start the game, the Stags and
the Saints scraped for every basket, and
remained deadlocked. Both teams exchanged scores evenly until just before
the 15 minute mark.
After foul shots by sophomore
Chris Rivers, Fairfield was actually able
to take the lead, but soon lost it when
Siena went on a 6-0 run. The Saints'
lead would soon increase to 37-28, and
a solid run by Siena to start the second
half sealed Fairfield's fate.
Head Coach Tim O'Toole was
particularly upset by the officiating in
this game, and was ejected late in the
second half after receiving his second
technical foul. This is not the first time
that O'Toole coach has been ejected because of his fiery on-the-court demeanor,
as he hit the locker room early against
Niagara in earlier in the month.
"We play an up-tempo style of
basketball, and that can lead to turnovers," said Darren Phillip. "You can't
win a game when you commit as many
turnovers as we did against Siena."
Jermaine Clark had another
great performance for Fairfield, leading
the team with 21 points. Phillip hung
tight with Clark, chipping in with 19
points. Overall it was not a poor performance by Fairfield, but Siena's collective effort was too much for the visiting
team.
In St. Peter's, the Stags faced a
team with a losing record overall, but had
had a great deal of success in its own
conference. This success continued
against Fairfield, and the Peacocks were

able to post 82-75 victory.
This match-up was game of runs, with
both teams showing signs of domination during some stretches of this game. Fairfield
started this trend with a 15-5 run in the first
half, and at that time enjoyed its biggest lead
of the game. Phillip was driving force behind
Fairfield's biggest run of the game. Didier
Boucard was effective down low, and was also
able to create some forceful drives to the basket.
St. Peter's roared back with an 11-2
run, which would in the end give the Peacocks
a 34-31 lead. The Stags looked on as St. Peter's
extended a second half lead to 66-58, and
Fairfield needed a well crafted 10-0 run to keep
the game close. Clark capped the run with a
long three pointer and a subsequent foul shot,
making a four-point play.
It was fitting that the Peacock put together yet another run to take the final lead of
the game. This game was a bit of heartbreaker
for the Stags, whose defense broke St. Peter's
well, but came up a bit short.
On January 27, Fairfield had the
chance to destroy the ghosts of seasons past.
The Stags had not been able to beat Manhattan
on its home court since 1990. This crop of
Fairfield players would successfully do what
nine past squads could not, winning 73-70.
The Stags were forced to play catchup for most of the first half because the Jaspers
were having an easy time dictating the tempo.
Shot selection was solid for Manhattan, meaning that most of the shots taken had strong
chances of being hit. Fairfield played the Jaspers tough, however, and was able to knot the
score at 27 at halftime off of a Rivers tip-in.
Boo Farrow played a strong game
against his namesake on Manhattan, Boo Lane.
Farrow was able to contain Lane's penetration,
but gave up a few open twelve footers to the
guard. On Fairfield's recent guard play, Phillip
commented, "Kyle [Commodore] and Boo
[Farrow] have been tremendous for us this season." Phillip was a dominating presence in the
paint, and the Jaspers did not create much of
an opposition for him down low.
Farrow hit a key free-throw to create
the three point lead, 73-70, and Kyle Commodore iced the game with a block.
The Stags have only MAAC games
remaining on their schedule, all of which will
be crucial to the club's seeding in the post-season tournament in Buffalo, NY. On the sixth
of February, Fairfield has a chance to avenge
its first home loss of the season against Rider.
The stakes are high for the Stags. With a strong
finish at the end of this season, Fairfield can
alter its good record into a great record, and
increase its chances of gaining a victory in the
MAAC tournament next month.

MAAC Men's Basketball Standings
1. Siena
2. Niagara
3. Iona
4. Canisius
5. St. Peter's
6. Fairfield
7. Marist
8. Rider
9. Loyola
10. Manhattan

MAAC
W
L
9
2
9
3
8
4
7
4
7
5
6
7
4
7
3
8
3
9
2
9

OVERALL
W
L
18
2
12
9
12
10
11
8
9
11
11
9
11
8
7
12
8
11
4
15

photo: Sports Info.
Freshman Jermaine Clark hailing from St. Patrick's in Elizabeth, NJ has been an offensive power this season. In a game
versus Marist earlier this year, he broke a school record with
8 three pointers in one game. He is currently fifth in the
MAAC in scoring averaging 16.7 points per game.

MAAC Hocke>' Standing 5

w

MAAC
L T

Pts

OVERALL
W L T

1. Quinnipiac

14

2

2

30

16

2

2

2. Connecticut

11

3

4

26

12

6

4

3. Holy Cross

11

5

2

24

11

8

3

4. American Int'l 8

7

3

19

9

9

3

5. Iona

8

9

1

17

9

11

1

6. Canisius

5

8

5

15

7

10

5

7. Sacred Heart

5

12

1

11

5

14 1

8. Fairfield

1

17

0

2

1

20

0
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MAAC Women Basketball Standings
1. Siena
2. St. Peter's
3. Loyola
4. Manhattan
5. Cansius
6. Niagara
7. Fairfield
8.Iona
9. Marist
10. Rider

MAAC
W
L
1
11
1
10
4
7
6
6
5
7
5
7
7
5
4
7
3
9
2
9

OVERALL
W
L
14
6
17
3
14
5
11
9
7
13
7
13
11
9
7
12
4
16
5
14

Best Things in Sports that have Happened
Since Our Last

9) Jordan retires, and finally gets his revenge on the Bulls'
^airfield Center Didier B.o,ucard does a great Stone Cold
impression against TJCOHN
>avid Duvall shoots final round 59 to win the Bob Hope

6) FSU looses National Championship
5) Fairfield Hockey finally wins a game

3) Jets loose AFC title game; Parcells looses no weight
2) Men's Hoops breaks five game loosing streak against Iona

-Mm

tis year's Bart Starr Award for Sterling Character's Win
ner, Born-Again Christian Eugene Robinson, celebrates
jiving the world's oldest profession his blessing. Can
an Amen?

Come support the
Women's Hoop Squad as
they battle the MAAC
leading Siena Saints.
Tonight at 7:00 pm
Alumni Hall.
Free Seats to the first
4,000 students.
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The Advertising Bowl
by John Griffith
Sports Editor

John;s Photo

As I watched the Super Bowl, supposedly the greatest sporting event
America and arguably in the world, I wondered if this is a sign of what sports will
be like in the 21st century: Money first, game second.
Sports has always been about making money, but the powers that be used
to conceal this fact very well. Now, they have no shame in presenting the coin
toss, sponsored by Bud Light, followed by the presentation of the game ball from
ten 65-year-old ex-football players brought to you by Depends.
Why can't the NFL just play the game? Because that wouldn't make any
money. Billionaire Rupert Murdoch, the owner of Fox TV, the Los Angeles Dodgers, Manchester United (the English League soccer team), and in the not-toodistant future, Planet Earth, is just as much responsible for this as anyone else.
Under his direction, Fox started their pre-pre-game coverage at 11 a.m.,
brought to you by Mastercard, because some things in life are priceless, while
others can be bought by Rupert Murdoch.
Not to be outdone, ESPN, ESPN II, ESPN News, ESPN Classic and
ESPN Antarctica all had hours of pregame coverage. By Sunday morning, what
else is there to report?
Okay, so Eugene Robinson had a momentary lapse and, well, let's just
say he forgot he was married, along with forgetting that soliciting a prostitute is
illegal. Of course this was after a week of hearing how Eugene is a born-again
Christian. (And Eugene, next time make sure the person you offer money to for
oral sex isn't an undercover cop).
Around 4 p.m., still a good two and a half hours from kickoff, the official
pregame show began, brought to you by Pizza Hut and its new, bold, tasty, New
York style pizza. What can they talk about that hasn't already been discussed 3,
251 times?
The Fox crew managed to fill up this two hour block with completely
useless information. However when Terry Bradshaw and Chris Collinsworth are
part of your studio crew, essentially every word coming out of either mouth is
useless. Hey Terry, your playing days are over, did you forgot again?
Finally, we got the kick off, brought to you by Yahoo, who do you Yahoo? But that was after player introductions, brought to you by Sprint, the presentation of the colors, brought to you by Crayola, the national anthem, lip-synched
by Cher who was presented by the Plastic Surgeons Association of America, the
explanation of the coin, (this side is heads, this side is tails, it has been the same
for all 33 Super Bowls, do we really to hear it every year?) and the coin toss.
Oh, you mean there really is a game? No, not really, there are commercials sandwiched by an occasional touchdown. Fox charged as much as $1.6
million for a 30-second commercial. This is highway robbery, but if Bud Light is
willing to pay, Murdoch is not going to refuse.
One suggestion to Bud Light, Yahoo, Pizza Hut, Mastercard, Macintosh,
Victoria's Secret, and all the other advertisements: We know you exist. You do
not need to inflate Murdoch's pocket by paying for a Super Bowl commercial.
The remote control was invented because American's do not watch commercials.
Does Victoria's Secret really need to advertise? I'm pretty sure females
know they exist. Males know they exist, I guarantee this. Bud Light? We know
where to find you. Pizza Hut? We know where you're hiding.
What happened to the Super Bowls I grew up watching when a scoring
drive was simply a scoring drive, not a scoring drive presented by Mazda?
In my opinion, all this advertising and sucking every possible dollar out
of the Super Bowl is downright pathetic. From my perspective, the game is not as
enjoyable as it was ten years ago, when the focus during the game was actually on
the players and not on the First Union Play of the Game
The only question left unanswered: What happened to all those Pepsi
commercials? They are usually the best.
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Women beat Rider; Sit in tie for 5th
By Matthew Payne
Assistant Sports Editor
Reminiscent of the Stags lose-one,
win-one trend this season, the Stags rebounded from a tough 79-75 loss to Manhattan on Wednesday to defeat Rider in convincing fashion at 68-52 on Saturday. The
victory boosted the Stags to 5-5 in the
MAAC and 9-11 overall.
"I like what I've seen of late from
the girls," said coach Diane Nolan. "I'm
seeing a lot more consistency in the past few
practices and games."
Fairfield and Rider were neck-andneck throughout the entire first half. Both
teams looked rather sloppy on both ends of
the court. Neither team could manage a
demanding lead and both squads struggled
to create chemistry.
Holli Tapley was the Stag's saving
grace throughout the first half. She came
out of a shooting slump to nail 8 first half
points and basically dictated the Stag's offense. Gail Strumpf managed 7 first half
points, but the squad had difficulty distributing the ball to her down low due to a
packed-in Rider defense. Strumpf faced
double and triple teams which made it hard
for her to establish post position.
Fairfield did get fast break opportunities, but failed to capitalize. Part of this
was due to an unfriendly rim but poor shot
selection also plagued the team.
Rider managed to stifle the Stag's
post play on the defensive end, but committed a number of careless turnovers. Nonetheless they rallied to overcome an early six
point Stag lead and they led by as much as
4. They headed into the lockeroom up by 1.
Pacing the Broncs in the first half was Iris
Beistline who had 8 points including 2 three
pointers.

The last 10 seconds of the first half
gave a glimpse of the excitement that these
two teams could provide. With 7 seconds
to go, Rider buried a three pointer to take a
three point lead 30-27. Tapley then took
the ball coast to coast and sank an acrobatic
lay-up at the buzzer to bring the Stags within
one.
Tapley's bucket at the end of the
half transferred the momentum to the Stags.
They reeled off the first 8 points of the session and continued their intensity throughout the half.
The two main differences in the
Stag's improved second half play were intensified defense and the productivity of
Strumpf. Fairfield notched 20 steals off the
Broncs and stepped up the man-to-man
pressure, forcing Rider into bad decision
making and numerous turnovers. Strumpf
scored 18 second half points and tallied her
eleventh double-double of the season totalling 25 points and 10 rebounds. She had
three blocked shots as well.
The Stags reeled off an 18-6 run
over a 5:16 clip to take a 15 point lead 5540, and they cruised to victory from there.
Holli Tapley had a phenomenal
game with career highs in all categories.
She scored 15 points on 7-of-13 from the
field, had 11 rebounds, 6 of them offensive,
and 6 steals.
Rider's Iris Beistline netted 16
points on 6-of-16 shooting from the field
and Melissa Dilgard grabbed 11 rebounds
for the Broncs.
"I really like the progression the
girls have made as the season has gone on,"
said Nolan. "It's tough to click with such a
young team, but they are settling into their
roles now."
Last Wednesday the Stags dropped
their second straight loss, to Manhattan College, in Riverdale, NY. The win gave the

Lady Jaspers a 6-5 MAAC record and
brought them to 9-10 overall.
Manhattan stormed out to a 41-26
lead in the first half. Lady Jaspers forward,
Brooke Renkens, had a stellar game, sinking 26 points and tying the school record with
7 three pointers. Fairfield cut the lead to 10
at the end of the second half on a lay-up by
Jessica Yoder and an Alianna Schiano three
pointer at the buzzer.
They maintained their momentum
in the second half and in the next 6:03 went
on an 18-1 run. They took the lead 44-42.
The teams switched leads three times after
this and were tied at 53 with 9 minutes remaining. The Lady Jaspers scored next on a
Renkens three pointer and never fell behind
again. They prevailed 79-95.
For Fairfield, Strumpf scored 16
points and 10 rebounds, Stacey Briscoe
earned her first double-double with 12 points
and 11 rebounds. Yvette Nichola contributed 15 points.
On Sunday, January 24th, Fairfield

hosted Niagara at Alumni Hall. The Purple
Eagles were victorious on the Stags' home
court and improved to 4-6 in MAAC play
and 6-12 overall.
The Stags led for most of the first
half. They were up as many as 6 points but
were outscored 17-6 in the final 5:16 and
trailed 45-40 at the break. Sophomore center Amy Getman was the driving force for
Niagara. She had 18 first half points and
scored 32 in all.
Fairfield cut the lead to 3 in the
second half on consecutive three point goals
by Jenn Natale, but failed to narrow the
margin any more. The Purple Eagles
coasted to an 88-75 win.
Strumpf paced the Stags with 15
points and 8 rebounds. Schiano had a career high 6 assists.
The Stags host MAAC leader
Siena (14-5, 11-1 MAAC) on Thursday
night at 7 p.m.

HOCKEY WINS!
One-derland rocks as Stags get first win

Photo: Sports Info
Freshman Tim Desmarais battles for position

The hockey team broke their NCAA-leading 19 game losing streak
with a 6-3 victory over American International College. Rob Curtis and
Conal Barbuto scored two goals each to lead the Stags to the upset. Michael
Sheheen and Bryan Cairns each added a goal. Goalie Derek Saunders
stopped 33 shots to record the win. Since getting the proverbial monkey
off their back, Fairfield dropped a 10-0 contest to Quinnipiac.
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Gail Strumpf tallied 25 points and 10 rebounds in the Stags 68-52 victory over Rider.

For the MAAC hockey standings, see pg. 8

